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Dynamic Legged Locomotion and Vision

In this work we combine Model Predictive Control (MPC) with a foothold

adaptation strategy to achieve dynamic locomotion on challenging scenarios

MPC, Legged Robots and Vision

• MPC is widely used to deal with the complex dynamics involved in the

locomotion of dynamic legged robots

• In many cases to compute Ground Reaction Forces (GRFs) accounting

for future contact locations information about the morphology of the

terrain is not considered

• This is mainly due to the computational cost of building a map and

computing kinematic and dynamically feasible contact sequences

Vision-Based Foothold Adaptation

• In our previous work [1] we devised a strategy to adapt the foothold

locations continuously during dynamic locomotion using vision, the

Vision-Based Foothold Adaptation (VFA)

• The strategy relies on the prediction of the next foothold and a

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to adjust the landing position

based on a heightmap of the terrain

• Although the VFA accounts for uncertainty in the foothold selection, the

foothold prediction suffers from inaccuracies due to errors in state

estimation, swing-leg trajectory tracking errors and map drift

Foothold prediction Heightmap extraction Heightmap evaluation Trajectory adjustment

To account for the terrain when choosing foothold locations in the MPC and

improve the predictions of future footholds we devise a locomotion strategy

that combines an MPC-based controller with the VFA.

Mutual Benefit Between MPC and VFA

• The MPC gets safe foothold sequences from the CNN of the VFA

• The foothold prediction p̂i of the VFA improves due to the selection of

GRFs from the MPC (reducing acceleration peaks)

p̂i = p̄i +
1
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Rationale

Initial Premise

“Optimizing GRFs accounting for future states will lead to better foothold

predictions”

Three main components

• The Reactive Controller Framework (RCF) [2]: combines VFA, MPC and

proprioceptive reactions

VFA
RCF

MPC

Reactive layer 

• Contact Sequence Task: provides footholds along the horizon (two gait

cycles) using the CNN-based foothold classifier

CNN

• Center of Mass (CoM) Tracking Task: generates the position and

orientation references along the prediction horizon and tracks it using the

MPC-based controller

MPC-Based Controller

To track the position of the CoM and the trunk orientation we use an MPC

based on a simplified version of the centroidal dynamics model [3] given by

r̈ =

∑n
i=1 Fi

m
+ g Iω̇ =

n∑
i=1

pi × Fi Ṙ(Θ, Θ̇) = [ω]×R(Θ)

for i number of contacts. We define the state vector x = [Θ> r> ω> ṙ> g>]>

and provide future contact locations pi with the CNN-based foothold classifier

from the contact sequence task. We formulate the optimization problem to

minimize the error between the states X and the reference Xref along the

prediction horizon.

min
ū

‖X− Xref ‖2
L + ‖ū‖2

K

subject to −µūz ≤ ūx ≤ µūz −µūz ≤ ūy ≤ µūz

umin ≤ ūz ≤ umax G(G)ū = 0

Simulation Results

HyQ and HyQReal trotting at 0.4 m/s on challenging scenario (blue: MPC +
VFA, gray: baseline [1])
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Limitations and Future Work

• The CNN foothold classifier does not consider dynamic criteria. We plan
to include these criteria for training

• The MPC is computed at 25 Hz, which might be too slow. Preliminary
tests show that a frequency of 50 Hz might be sufficient

• Position and orientation references are obtained in a heuristic fashion.
Ideally, we would like to obtain position and orientation references based
on trajectory optimization
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